FOUNDATIONS IN THE ACADEMIC STUDY OF MAGIC

Week 1: Foundations in the History of Magic, Witchcraft and Occult Traditions
Suggested readings and resources:
- Bowker, Lauren. “Why I Believe in Magick”, (TEDxUCLWomen).
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VM-JWiFZDg
- Curator’s Corner ‘Ancient Demons with Irving Finkel’ (The British Museum 2018)
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOT75GB64Hw

Week 2: Uncovering Angels, Demons, and Spirits
Suggested readings and resources:
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UUyq71MJYg
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=34ow_kNnoro

Week 3: From Proto-science to Rejected Knowledge
Suggested readings and resources:

Week 4: Occult Revival to New Age Magic
Suggested readings and resources:
- “Crystal Visions”, (Mind Moving Pictures, 2016). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tdgOCN9QrA
- Hall, Manly P. “Spinal Column & The Kundalini” (audio lecture).
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBNdYAcjHk

Week 5: Understanding Sacred Spaces and the Tools of Magic
Suggested readings and resources:
• Fortune, Dion. *Sane Occultism*, (Rider & Co. 1929).
• Penry, Tylluan. Creating everyday magical tools (2016) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfeEajn_Yy0

Week 6: Historical and Modern Approaches to Divination

Suggested readings and resources:
• Struck, Peter. “Applying Ancient Divination to Modern Intuition”, (TEDxPenn)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RNq6RI8DvI